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MULTIGRID WAVEFORM RELAXATION ON SPATIAL FINITE ELEMENT
MESHES: THE DISCRETE-TIME CASE*
JAN JANSSEN AND STEFAN VANDEWALLE*
Abstract. The efficiency ofnumerically solving time-dependent partial differential equations on parallel comput-
ers can be greatly improved by computing the solution on many time levels simultaneously. The theoretical properties
of one such method, namely the discrete-time multigrid waveform relaxation method, are investigated for systems
of ordinary differential equations obtained by spatial finite-element discretisation of linear parabolic initial-boundary
value problems. The results are compared to the corresponding continuous-time results. The theory is illustrated
for a one-dimensional and a two-dimensional model problem and checked against results obtained by numerical
experiments.
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1. Introduction. We consider the numerical solution of a linear parabolic initial-
boundary value problem, spatially discretised by a conforming Galerkin finite-element method.
This leads to a linear system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs), see e.g. 10], [20],
(1.1) B + Au f u(O) uo >0,
with B the symmetric positive definite mass matrix, A the stiffness matrix, and u(t)
(Ul (t), u2(t) Ud(t)) the unknown solution.vector.
In 10] we considered solving (1.1) with the continuous-time multigrid waveform relax-
ation method. This method is based on waveform relaxation, a highly parallel technique for
solving very large systems of ODEs [12], [15]. It is accelerated by using multigrid, a very
efficient method for solving elliptic partial differential equations, see e.g. 1 ], [4], [24]. The
continuous-time waveform relaxation method differs from standard ODE solvers in that it com-
putes a solution along a continuous time interval. It requires the analytical solution of certain
ODEs and the exact continuous representation of certain functions. The method is therefore
mainly of theoretical interest. In an actual implementation of the method, the algorithm is
replaced by a discrete-time algorithm. That is, functions are represented discretely as vectors
defined on successive time levels, and the ODEs are solved by using standard time-stepping
techniques.
The resulting discrete-time multigrid waveform relaxation method belongs to the class
of parabolic multigrid methods. These are multigrid methods for time-dependent problems
designed to operate on grids extending in space and time. Other examples of such meth-
ods are the time:parallel multigrid method [3], [7] and the space-time multigrid method [8].
These methods are highly efficient oa parallel computers, possibly outperforming parallel
implementations of standard time-stepping methods by orders of magnitude [9], [23]. Their
convergence characteristics as iterative solvers are often similar to the convergence charac-
teristics of multigrid methods for stationary problems, although different parabolic multigrid
methods may have very different robustness characteristics. The waveform method, in par-
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ticular, was shown to be very robust across a wide range of time-discretisation schemes. We
refer to [8], [22] for a further discussion.
In this paper, we continue our study of the multigrid waveform relaxation method for
systems of the form (1.1). In particular, we analyse the effect of time discretisation when
linear multistep formulae are used. The structure of this paper is similar to the structure of
10]. In 2, we analyse the spectral properties of certain operators that arise in the formulation
of the waveform relaxation methods. After a brief review of some definitions and properties
of linear multistep methods in 3, we investigate the convergence of the discrete-time standard
waveform relaxation method (4) and of its two-grid acceleration (5), both on finite and
infinite time intervals. For systems of the form (1.1) with B I, the discrete-time waveform
method and its multigrid variant have been investigated in 14], 16], 17], [21 ]. Our results
are qualitatively very similar, and generalise the ones found in these references. In 6, we
perform a model problem analysis for a one-dimensional and two-dimensional model problem.
Finally, in 7, extensive numerical results are reported.
2. Spectral properties ofa special operator. We will show in4and 5 that the discrete-
time waveform relaxation method and its two-grid acceleration can be written as successive
approximation schemes of the form
(2.1) (v-l) _[_ (t9ru3 Hu
We use subscript r-notation to denote vectors or sequences, e.g. u(3 () v-1/Ui }i=0 where
N is the (possibly infinite) number of components. Each component is a d-vector, and will
typically approximate the solution of the system of d differential equations (1.1) at a given
time level. Operator 7-/r is a linear discrete convolution operator with matrix-valued kernel
hr,
(7-[rur)j (hr * ur)j hj-iui j 0 N 1.
i=O
The convergence properties of operator 7-/r will be analysed in the spaces of Cd-valued p-
summable sequences of length N, lp(N; cd), or lp(N) for short. These are Banach spaces
with norms given by
N-1/-i=0 luill p < p <(2.2) IIII,,ur,,p=
sup {lluill} p=o,
O<i<N
with I1" II any usual Ca vector norm. Recall that the iterative scheme (2.1) is convergent if and
only if the spectral radius of 7-/r, denoted by p (7-/r), is smaller than one. The spectral radius
is defined as the largest value p for which I1 > p implies that . 7-/r has a bounded inverse.
When N is finite, it equals the magnitude of the largest eigenvalue of
2.1. Spectral radius on finite time intervals.
LEMMA 2.1. Consider 7-It as an operator in lp(N), with 1 < p < x and Nfinite. Then,
is a bounded operator and
(2.3) p(’t[r) p(ho) p(Hr(cx))),
with Hr (z) Ni__O1 hi z-i the discrete Laplace transform ofhr.
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Proof. Since 7-/r is a linear operator in a finite-dimensional space, boundedness of
follows. The operation rur can be represented in standard linear algebra notation as a
matrix-vector product,
(2.4)
h0 u0
hi h0 Ul
h2 hi h0
h_ h h ho u_
The spectral radius of operator 7-/r equals the spectral radius of the N N-block lower
triangular Toeplitz matrix in (2.4). By consequence, p(7-/r) p(ho). The second equality
follows immediately. [3
2.2. Spectral radius on infinite time intervals.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose hr ll(x), and consider 7-[ as an operator in lp(x), with
1 <_ p <_ x. Then, 7-[ is bounded and
(2.5) ,o(7-/r) max p(Hr(z))
Izl_>l
(2.6) max p(Hr(z)),
with Hr(z) EiC=o hiz-i the discrete Laplace transform ofhr.
The outline of our proof is very similar to the one given in 16, Thm. 3.1]. Yet, here, it
is phrased in terms of general convolution operators. A similar line of arguments is implied
in the proof of [14, Prop. 9]. The proof is based on the discrete version of the Paley-Wiener
theorem 13]. This theorem states that the solution of a discrete Volterra convolution equation
xr + hr * xr fr, with f lp(o) and hr 11 (O) is bounded in lp(O) if and only if
det(! + Hr (z)) 0 for [z[ >_ 1, with Hr(z) the discrete Laplace transform of hr.
Proof. The boundedness of 7-/ follows from the fact that l, lp C Ip. Indeed, applying
Young’s inequality for discrete convolution products [6, p. 198] yields
By definition, the spectral radius of 7-/ is the smallest value of p for which I.1 > /9
implies that ) 7-/r has a bounded inverse in lp(cX). Consider
)ur 7-/rut .ur hr * ur fr
with fr lp(). Suppose ) 0, then this can be rewritten as a convolution equation
ur
-) hr , ur
-x fr
By the Paley-Wiener theorem, it follows that ur is bounded if and only if
det I Hr(z) 0 for Izl 1,
or, equivalently,
sup p(Hr (z)).
Izl>_l
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Note that Hr(z) is analytic for Izl > 1, including z cx, and, since hr 11(o), it is
continuous for IZl >_ 1. Also, the spectral radius satisfies the maximum principle. Hence, we
obtain (2.5) and (2.6). [3
Remark 2.1. In the case of d 1, this lemma corresponds to a well-known.spectral
property of semi-infinite Toeplitz operators 18, Thm. 2.1 ].
In 12(), an analogous result holds for the norm.
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose hr ll (<), and consider 7-It as an operator in 12(cx). Denote by
I1" 112 the 12-norm (2.2) with I1" II the standard Euclidean vector norm. Then,
(2.7) I1 112 max IH (z) ll
Izl>_l
(2.8) max IH (z) ll,
with Hr (z) the discrete Laplace transform ofhr.
Proof. The proof is based on Parseval’s relation for vector-valued/2-sequences,
Ilull= II{ui}i-o 12 UiZ
i=O Hz
where I1" I1= is the norm in the Hardy-Lebesgue space of square integrable functions analytic
outside the unit disk,
ilf(z)ll sup ( 1 f0 )1/2r>l IIf(rei)lldO
The Parseval relation for the scalar case can be found, e.g., in [25, p. 41]. By definition of
operator norm and by Parseval’s relation, we have
IIull= IIH(z)(z)IIH=117 112 sup suplu I1= I1 (z) IH=
with tr(z) the discrete Laplace transform of Ill= can be seen to be equal to
suPlzl>_l IH(z)ll (For the technical details of this last step, we refer to the proof of a
very similar theorem, [2, Thm. 2.2], which deals with operator norms of Fourier multipliers.)
Consideration of the analyticity and continuity of Hr (z) leads to (2.7) and (2.8). [3
Remark 2.2. From (2.3) and (2.5), it follows that the spectral radius of 7-/r on finite time
intervals is smaller than the spectral radius of 7-/r on infinite time intervals.
3. Some linear multistep formulae. For the reader’s convenience, we recall the general
linear multistep formula for calculating the solution to the ODE f(t, y) with y(0) Y0,
see e.g. [11, p. 11],
1 k k(3.1)
-12 j..o j=0Y[Jfn+J"
In this formula, cj and ely are real constants, and r denotes a constant step size. We shall
assume that k starting values Yo, Yl Yk-1 are given.
DEFINITION 3.1. The characteristic polynomials ofthe linear multistep method are given
by
k k
a(z)= otjzj and b(z)= ejzj
j=0 j=0
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Throughout this paper we adhere to some common assumptions. The linear multistep method
is irreducible: a(z) and b(z) have no common roots; the linear multistep method is consistent:
a(1) 0 and a’(1) b(1); the linear multistep method is zero-stable: all roots of a(z) are
inside the closed unit disk and every root with modulus one is simple. For future reference,
we also define the stability region of a linear multistep method, and the related notion of
A(t)-stability, see e.g. [5], 11 ].
DEFINITION 3.2. The stability region S consists ofthose lz .for which the polynomial
a(z) Izb(z) (around lz o: lz-la(z) b(z)) satisfies the root condition: all roots satisfy
Izyl _< 1 and those ofmodulus one are simple.
DEFINITION 3.3. A multistep method is called
(i) A(t)-stable, 0 < t < , if S Z {z IArg(-z)l < c, z # 0}
(ii) A-stable if S contains the left-halfcomplex plane.
4. Thewaveform relaxation method. The continuous-time waveform relaxation method
for solving initial value problem (1.1) is definedby the splittings B MB NB, A MA NA,
and the iteration scheme
(4.1) MBfi(v) + MAu(v) NBfi(v-1) + NAU(v-l) + f,
with u(v) (0) u0. We assume the splitting is such that MB is invertible. This iterative scheme
can be written in explicit form as u (v) =/Cu(v-l) + tp. The convergence properties of iteration
operator/C, the continuous-time waveform relaxation operator, have been studied in [10].
They are expressed in terms of the matrix
(4.2) K(z) (zMB + MA)-1 (zNB + NA)
It was shown on finite and infinite time intervals, respectively, and with ", that
(4.3) p(/C) p(K(o)) and p(/C) sup p(K(z)) sup p(K(i)).
Re(z)>0
4.1. The discrete-time waveform relaxation operator. Application of linear multistep
formula (3.1) to the continuous-time iteration scheme (4.1) leads to
k k1 UymBU(nv)+j + jMAUn+jZ’ j=0(4.4) j=0
1 k
.(v-l)
k k
(v-l)
oljNBUn+j + [JjNAUn+j + [Jjfn+j, n>O.
"t" j=0 j=0 j=0
(v) (v- 1)We do not iterate on the k starting values, i.e., uj uj uj, for j < k. In the remainder
of the text we shall concentrate on the use of implicit methods, i.e., k 0. Equation (4.4)
can then be solved uniquely for every n if and only if the following condition is satisfied:
(4.5)
--
o" (-rMIMA)
where tr (.) denotes the spectrum. Further on we shall refer to this condition as the discrete
solvability condition.
Iteration (4.4) can be rewritten as u(v) =/Cru(-1) + tpr. Because we do not iterate on the
starting values, we use a slightly different subscript r-notation here than the one in (2.1), that
is,
}N-1(4.6) u {Uk+i i=0
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(Alternatively, we could have used negative indices to denote the time levels associated with
the k starting values, as is done in [13], [14]. This, however, would require some shifting
in the indices of formulae (3.1) and (4.4).) The precise expression for 9r can be calculated
following the lines of [17, p. 536-537]. It depends on the values of fn, n > 0 and on the
starting values Un, n < k, In order to determine the nature of/Er, the discrete-time waveform
relaxation operator, we rewrite (4.4) using e(v) U(nv) u,,. Here, un is the exact solution of
ODE (1.1) when discretised using the linear multistep method. This gives
E (v) E "-(v) 1 (n’- E r "(v-l)ot)Maen+j + fly otjNe 1)
__
jVAen+j n > 0ZWAe,n+jZ" j=0 j=0 " j=0 j=0
With Cj
-OljMB "k ijMA and Dj -b-otjNn jNA this becomes
k k
(4.7) n+j E Djc:n+J n >_ O
j=0 j=0
Note that ev) ev’) 0, j < k. When we combine the first N equations, i.e., the
equations for the unknowns on time steps k N + k 1, and after introducing vector
ek+ eN+k_l It, we get
(4.8) E(v). C-1D E(v-l)
Matrices C and D are N x N-block lower triangular matrices withk+ 1 constant diagonals. The
blocks onthe jth diagonal are given respectively by Ck-j and Dk-j. It follows immediately that
matrix C-1D is a N x N-block lower triangular Toeplitz matrix. Hence,/Er is a discrete linear
convolution operator on the/p-space of vectors or sequences of length N. The jth component
of the matrix-valued discrete convolution kemel kr equals the (constant) submatrix on the jth
lower block diagonal of C-1D.
In the theory we shall need the discrete Laplace transform of the convolution kernel. It
can be found by discrete Laplace-transforming equation (4.7). If j(v) (z) denotes the transform
of _(v) we obtain
,V)(Z K(z),(v-1)(z)
with the discrete-time waveform relaxation matrix given by
(4.9) K(z) (a(Z)MB -b "cb(z)MA)-I(a(z)NB -b rb(z)NA)
By comparison to (4.2) the following relation results:
(4.10) Kr (z) K (z)
aNote that (4.10) still holds when (z) is set to o in the case of b(z) 0. (In this case
a(z) O, since the characteristic polynomials have no common roots.)
4.2. Convergence analysis.
4.2.1. Convergence on finite time intervals.
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that condition (4.5) is satisfied, and consider 1E as an operator
in l,(N), with 1 < p < o and Nfinite. Then, 1 is bounded and
(4.11, p(/Er,
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Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 2.1 and the observation that
lim K (z) lim K ( az- z (z) =K kk 13
4.2.2. Convergence on infinite time intervals. The following lemma deals with the
boundedness of the discrete-time waveform relaxation operator/C. It is proved using a
matrix-valued version of Wiener’s inversion theorem [13, p. 446] and [16, p. 577], which is
stated here for the reader’s convenience.
THEOREM 4.2 (WIENER’S INVERSIONTHEOREM). Given a matrix-valued sequence A such
that A Ell o assume that
detZ Aiz-i 0
i=o
for Izl _> 1. Setting o Z_ x )-1Yi=0 Bi (-i=0 Aiz-i we have Br ll (o).
LEMMA 4.3. Ifr (-- M1MA) C int S, then 1Cr is bounded in lp(o)
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the kernel k of the discrete convolution operator
is an/1-sequence. To this end, consider first the li-sequence
OtkMB d- "flkMA, Otk-lMB d- Zflk-lMA toMs d- "floMA, 0, 0
Its discrete Laplace transform equals the matrix function z-k (a(z)Ms + :b(z)MA). By
Wiener’s theorem, we have that the inverse, (a(z)Ms + zb(z)MA)-1 zk, is the transform of
another/i-sequence, say rr, if
(4.12) det (a(z)Ms / "cb(z)MA) 0 for Izl > 1.
Next, consider the/1-sequence
Sr OlkNB -Jr" flkNA, Olk-1NB
--
"t’k-1NA OloNB
--
"oNA, 0, 0
the discrete Laplace transform ofwhich is given by z-k(a(z)Ns + rb(z)Na). The convolution
of rr and sr is another/1-sequence, which can be seen to be equal to the kernel kr. Indeed,
the discrete Laplace transform of rr, sr is identical to Kr (z). As a result, it follows that/Cr
is bounded if (4.12) is satisfied.
Suppose there is a z with Izl >_ 1 such that
(4.13) det (a(z)Ms + :b(z)MA) --O.
Then necessarily b(z) : O. (If b(z) 0 then a(z) :/: O, because a(z) and b(z) have no
common roots. Since Ms is assumed to be invertible, equality (4.13) cannot hold.) Hence,
we obtain
(a )det
-l(Z)Ms + "CMA --O,
and therefore (z) 6 tr(-JM-IMA). Since Izl >_ 1, it follows that -:MIMA has an
eigenvaiue which is not an interior point of S. This contradicts the assumption of the lemma.
Hence, (4.12) is satisfied. D
Remark 4.1. Condition tr(-’rM-IMA) C intS implies the discrete solvability
condition (4.5). Indeed, since a, (o) it follows that
’
int S, and, therefore,
k . ty(_M’IMA).
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Remark 4.2. Condition o’(-’rM-IMA) C_ int S implies that all poles of K(z) are in the
interior of the scaled stability region 7 S.
THEOREM 4.4. Assumeo’(-M/I/a) (2 int S, and consider1 as an operator in lp(X),
with 1 <_ p <_ . Then,
(4.14) p(/C) sup{p(K(z))lrz E C \ int S}
(4.15) sup p(K(z)).
rzOS
Proof. As r(-M-IMA) C int S, it follows that kr /l(CX). Lemma 2.2 yields
p(1C) max p(K(z)) max p (K ( a- ))Izl>_l Izl>_l .(z)
By definition of the stability region,
C \ int S g(z) "lzl _> 1
and thereby (4.14) follows. Equality (4.15) is obtained by the maximum principle. Note that
we write "sup" instead of "max," since, the maximum may be approached at infinity.
In/2(x), a similar result holds for the norm by application of Lemma 2.3.
THEOREM 4.5. Assume (7(-vM1MA) C int S, and consider lC as an operator in/2((:x:)).
Denote by I1" 112 the 12-norm (2.2) with I1" II the standard Euclidetn vector norm. Then,
(4.16) IIKrll2 sup{llK(z)ll rz 6 C \ int S}
(4.17) sup IlK(z)ll.
rzOS
Analogous to the discussion in 17, Thm. 4.2], we can make the following note.
Remark 4.3. When the assumption in the above theorems is violated, a weaker condition
may be satisfied: r(-rM-1MA) C int Srr, where Sr consists of all/x for which a(e-rz)
lzb(e-rrz) (around/x x: iz-la(e-z) b(e-rz)) satisfies the root condition. The
analysis then can be redone using an exponentially scaled norm,
(4.18) Ilulle --II{ui}lle -II{e-riui}l[.
The norm in the right-hand side is a standard p-norm (2.2). With this change of norm, the
suprema in Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 have to be taken over all rz in C \ int Srr, or, after application
of the maximum principle, over 0 S,r.
4.3. Discrete-time versus continuous-time results. The continuous-time results (4.3)
are regained when we let r --+ 0 in the convergence formulae for operator/C. For finite time
intervals, we have
lim p(/Cr)= lim p (K (Ck))r0 r0 p(K(ocO) p(/C).
A similar result is found for infinite time intervals. Note that the tangent to 0 S in the origin of
the complex plane is the imaginary axis, for any consistent linear multistep method. As such,
S) tends to the imaginary axis when --+ O.the boundary of the scaled stability region 0(7
Consequently,
lim p(/Cr) lim sup p(K(z)) sup p(K(i)) p(/C).
-0 -0zaS R
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Furthermore, for a fixed time step r, we can prove the following theorem for A(ct)-stable
linear multistep methods (see Definition 3.3). The theorem is closely related to 14, Prop. 9],
where multigrid waveform relaxation on finite-difference grids is analysed. We reformulate
the proof, using our notations, for completeness.
THEOREM 4.6. Assume tr(-lM1MA) C ,. Consider 1E as an operator in Ip(o) and
1C as an operator in Lp(0, o), with 1 <_ p.<_ o. Then,
(i) if the linear multistep method is A-stable, then p(1Cr) <_ p(/C);
(ii) ifthe linear multistep method is A(a)-stable, then
(4.19) p(/Er) _< sup p(K(z)) sup p(K(z)),
zr zar
with Eac C \ Ea {z" IArg(z)l _< zr- c}.
Proof. Part (i) is a special case of (ii) with ot zr/2, combined with the second equality of
(4.3). For part (ii), we notice that we may apply Theorem 4.4 since tr(-zMIMA) C C
int S. Therefore,
(4.20) p(1C) =maxp(K( a ))[z[>l (Z)
a (Z) E cIf the multistep method is A(c0-stable, then E for Izl _> 1. Combining the lat-
ter with (4.20) yields the inequality of (4.19). The equality is obtained by the maximum
principle.
5. The multigrid waveform relaxation method. The splittings ofmatrices B and A used
in actual computations typically correspond to Gauss-Seidel or weighted Jacobi splittings.
Each iteration defined by (4:1) can then be computed as the solution of d ordinary differential
equations, each in a single unknown. The resulting iteration can be accelerated by using the
multigrid principle, in a very similar way as the standard pointwise relaxation methods are
accelerated when solving elliptic partial differential equations.
The continuous-time two-grid waveform relaxation scheme is sketched below. We refer
to 10] for a more elaborate description. The algorithm uses two nested grids, a coarsegrid
and a fine grid f2h. Grid functions are mapped from the one grid to the other by a prolongation
(or interpolation) operator (p f2n --> flh) and a restriction operator (r "h -"> ’H). The
discretisation on the fine grid is defined by the matrices Bh and Ah, the discretisation on the
coarse grid by B/and An. One iteration transforms iterate u(-1) into u() in three steps.
(i) Presmoothing. Set Xh() u(’1) and perform Vl fine-grid waveform relaxation
steps" for v 1, 2 v, solve
r =(v-l) (v-l) (v)(5.1) MBhJC(hv)
--
MahX(hv) IVBhAh "Jr- NAhXh "4- fh, with Xh (0) UO.
(ii) Coarse-grid correction. Calculate the defect
dh BJC(hv’) -4- ZahXh fh
Solve the coarse-grid defect equation
Bni)n +AnVtl rdh, with vn(O) O,
and correct,
h X(hv) pVH
(iii) Postsmoothing. Set Xh) .h and perform v2 fine-grid waveform relaxation steps
(5.1). Set u) Xhv).
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This two-grid cycle can be written as u (v) .Mu(v-l) + qg, where is called the
continuous-time two-grid waveform relaxation operator. The convergence formulae of
as an iteration operator resemble those of the standard waveform relaxation method. More
precisely, in [10] we find for the finite and for the infinite time-interval case, respectively,
(5.2) p(.Ad) p(M(c)) and p(.A//) sup p(M(z)) sup p(M(i)).
Re(z)_>0
M(z), the continuous-time two-grid waveform relaxation matrix, is given by
M(z) KV2(z)(l p(ZBl -}- AH)-lr(zBh + Ah))KVl(z)
with K(z) the fine-grid matrix given in (4.2). We recall from [10, Rem. 4.1] the following
important remark.
Remark 5.1. In the case of a Gauss-Seidel (or weighted Jacobi) splitting of Ah and Bh,
K(z) and M(z) are respectively the Gauss-Seidel (or weighted Jacobi) iteration matrix and
the two-grid iteration matrix for the system (ZBh "k- Ah)Uh fh.
In the following, the discrete-time variant of this two-grid waveform relaxation method
is theoretically investigated. We refer to the Appendix for a similar convergence study of the
multigrid waveform relaxation method. The latter is defined by solving the coarse-grid defect
equation using one or more similar two-grid waveform relaxation cycles, and applying this
idea recursively.
5.1. The discrete-time two-gridwaveform relaxation operator. We discretise the equa-
tions of the continuous-time two-grid cycle using a linear multistep method with a fixed time
step . As before, we assume that we do not iterate on the k given starting values. The
discrete-time two-grid cycle defines a linear operator A4, which satisfies
_(v) j (v-l)(5.3) u(v) ./zUv-l)
-"
qg and % rer
where e") is the error of the vth iterate. Our notation is again similar to (4.6). is called
the discrete-time two-grid waveform relaxation operator..
The second equation of (5.3) can be reformulated similar to how we arrived at (4.8),
(5.4) E) (ClDh)V(l pFIRFh)(CIDh)vl E(v-l)
Here, E() tek ek+l...N+k_l]t. Matrices Ch, Dh, F and Fh are N x N-block lower
triangular matrices with k + 1 constant diagonals. The blocks of the jth diagonal equal
(Ch)k-j, (Dh)k-j, (FH)k-j, and (Fh)k-j, respectively, with
1 1(Ch)j
-otjM + jMA (Dh)j -otjNn + jNah
and
1 1
FH)j
-olj BH q- jAH Fh)j -olj nh -}- [jAh
Matrices P and R are block diagonal with constant diagonal blocks equal to matrices p and r,
respectively. I is the identity matrix ofdimension d x N. The resulting discrete-time two-grid
cycle is well defined, if and only if the following conditions hold:
0k Ok(5.5)
---
[ cr ( MB MA and
-k q r Bh AH
We shall refer to (5.5) as the discrete solvability conditions for the two-grid algorithm.
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It can be seen that the matrix premultiplying E(v-l) in (5.4) is a lower triangular block
Toeplitz matrix. This implies that .A4r is a discrete linear convolution operator. The discrete
Laplace transform of its matrix-valued kernel can be found by transforming the equations of
the discrete-time two-grid cycle. It is denoted by Mr (z), the discrete-time two-grid waveform
relaxation matrix, and equals
Mr (z) Kr (z) Cr (z) Kr (z),
with Kr (z) given by (4.9) and Cr (z) given by
I p (a(z)BH -b rb(z)A)
-
r (a(z)Bh + rb(z)Ah).
Matrix Mr (z) satisfies a similar relation as Kr (z) does in (4.10):
(a)(5.6) Mr (z) M (z)
5.2. Convergence analysis. The convergence analysis of operatorr is very similar to
the convergence analysis of the standard waveform relaxation operator/Cr.
5.2.1. Convergence on finite time intervals.
THEOREM 5.1. Assume that conditions (5.5) are satisfied, andconsider.Mr as an operator
in lp(N), with 1 < p < o and Nfinite. Then, .Mr is bounded and
(5.7> p(/,> p (M (Ctk))
Proof. The theorem follows from Lemma 2.1 and (5.6):
( (a )) ((rl___a_))P(Jlr) p(Mr(cx)) p M (x) p M
5.2.2. Convergence on infinite time intervals. We first prove the boundedness of A4r,
i.e., we prove the two-grid equivalent of Lemma 4.3.
LEMMA 5.2. Assume ff(--zgB-l gAh) t.Jr(-rBAn) C int S. Then, Air is bounded in
lp(oO).
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the kernel of Nlr belongs to I (oo). We shall analyse
each of the factors in the formula for Mr (z) separately
We have, from the proof of Lemma 4.3, that K (z) is the discrete Laplace transform of
an l-sequence, say qr, if
(5.8) det (a(z)MB, / b(z)MA,) : 0, Izl > I.
Consider the l-sequence
ceiBn + r/31An, ce_Bn + r/3_An ce0Bn + r/30An, 0, 0
Its transform is given by z-i(a(z)Bi +rb(z)An). By Wiener’s inversion theorem, (a(z)Bn +
rb(z)An)-z is the transform of an l-sequence, say wr, if
(5.9) det(a(z)Bi + rb(z)A,) :/: 0, Izl _> 1.
Next, consider the l-sequences
ir =I, 0 0,0,0
v ceiBh + r/31Ah, ce_Bh + r/3_Ah ce0Bh + r/30Ah, 0, 0
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I is the d x d identity matrix. Their transforms are given, respectively, by
1 and z-k (a(Z)Bh d- vb(z)Ah).
Now, consider the sequence
(5.10) qr*qr*’"*qr*(ir-PWr * rvr) *qr*qr*"’*qr
v2 times vl times
Ifconditions (5.8) and (5.9) are satisfied, it follows that this sequence is in l. (/1 is closed under
convolution and addition. The multiplication of an/1-sequence by a matrix is an/1-sequence.)
The discrete Laplace transform of sequence (5.10) equals Mr(z), hence the sequence equals
the kernel of A//r. To conclude, .Mr is bounded under conditions (5.8) and (5.9).
Suppose one of these conditions is violated. That is to say, there is a z with Izl _> 1 such
that det(a(z)MBh + rb(z)NBh) 0 or det(a(z)Bn + rb(z)An) 0. That would mean that
(Z) E tr(-M’:MAn) LI tr(-zB_llAl.1). Since Izl >_ 1 this violates the assumption of the
lemma. [3
Remark 5.2. The assumption of Lemma 5.2 implies the two-grid discrete solvability
conditions (5.5).
Remark 5.3. The assumption of Lemma 5.2 implies that all poles of M(z) are inside the
scaled stability region S.
THEOREM 5.3. Assume a(-rMhlMa) t.J a(-vBlAn) C int S, and consider A4r as
an operator in lp(c), with 1 < p < c. Then,
(5.11) p(.Mr) sup{p(M(z))lrz E C \ int S}
(5.12) sup p(M(z)).
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.2, and is similar to the proof of
Theorem 4.4.
Application of Lemma 2.3 yields the following result for the 12-norm of
THEOREM 5.4. Assume a(-ZMhMa) t_)o’(-z’BlAn) C intS, and consider A4r as
an operator in/2(o). Denote by I1" 112 the 12-norm (2.2) with I1" II the standard Euclidean
vector norm. Then,
(5.13) 11112 sup{llM(z)ll rz C \ int S}
(5.14) sup IIM(z)ll.
Remark 5.4. If the assumption of the former theorems is violated, but the weaker
condition a (--:Mn-’h1MAh) t.J a(--vB An) C int Sr holds, then we can formulate a remark
analogous to Remark 4.3.
5.3. Discrete-time versus continuous-time results. The relation between the two-grid
operators .A4 r and .A//is similar to the relation between/Cr and/C. More precisely, for both
finite and infinite intervals,
lim p(.A4r) p(.A//).
We also state the two-grid equivalent of Theorem 4.6, without proof.
THEOREM 5.5. Assume a(--r.M-lh MAh) U tr(-rBlAn)C Ea. Consider .Mr as an
operator in lp(O) and .All as an operator in Lp(0, o), with 1 <_ p <_ o. Then,
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TABLE 6.1
Theoretical and measured values ofp(1Cr) for (6.1) (h 1/16, r 1/100).
CN BDF(1) BDF(2) BDF(3) BDF(4) BDF(5)
finite length 0.458 0.658 0.548 0.486 0.445 0.414
infinite length 0.962 0.962 0.962 0.976 1.149 1.865
measured 0.960 0.961 0.961 0.974 1.147 1.858
TABLE 6.2
Theoretical and measured values of p(.A/lr) for (6.1) (h 1/16, r 1/100).
CN BDF(1) BDF(2) BDF(3) BDF(4) BDF(5)
finite length 0.050 0.050 0.052 0.051 0.049 0.047
infinite length 0.264 0.069 0.106 0.170 0.343 1.184
measured 0.255 0.064 0.099 0.161 0.335 1.166
(i) if the linear multistep method is A-stable, then p(A4) < p(/);
(ii) if the linear multistep method is A(oe)-stable, then
(5.15) p(Adr) < sup p(M(z)) sup p(M(z)),
z z0
with E C E {z" IArg(z)l
-
}.
6. Model problem analysis.
6.1. A one-dimensional model problem. In order to clify the convergence behaviour
ofthe waveforelaxation methods, we shallstwith avew simple and small model problem,
the one-dimensional heat equation on the unit inteal,
(6.1) 0u O2u =0, x[0,1].Ot Ox2
Difichlet bound and initial conditions are chosen such that the solution equals u(x, t)
sin(x) exp(-2t). The problem is discretised using linear finite elements on a mesh h
with mesh size h 1 / 16.
We consider the Gauss-Seidel wavefo relaxation algorithm and the two-level method,
with one red&lack Gauss-Seidel presmoothing step, a simil postsmoothing step, standard
cosening (H 2h), and linear inteolation. The restriction is defined in the standard
way for finite-element multigrid methods, i.e., r pt. For both wavefo algorithms,
we analyse the use of different time-discretisation foulae, with a constant time step r
1/100. In paicul, we consider the trapezoidal le or Cra-Nicolson (CN) method, and
the backward differentiation foulae (BDF) of order 1 up to 5. The spectral radii of the
finite and infinite time-inteal operators for the standard and for the two-level algorithm are
reposed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. The results were computed by direct numerical
evaluation of foulae (4.11) and (4.15), and (5.7) and (5.12). The tables also present values
of convergence factors, obseed with an implementation of the methods, using 1000 time
steps. An oscillatow initial approximation to the solution was chosen in order to excite all
possible eor frequencies. The measured values coespond vew well to the theoretical,
infinite-inteal spectral radii. is effect is explained in more detail in 7.1.
These results can be understood by looking at the spectral picture [21, p. 107], which
facilitates a graphical inspection of convergence. In the spectral picture a set of contour lines
of the function p(K(z)) or p(M(z)) is plotted for z in a region of the complex plane close to
the complex origin. On top of this picture, the scaled stability bounda of the linear multistep
methods can be plotted. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 display contour lines of p (K(z)) and p (M(z)) (for
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Fit3. 6.1. Spectral picture and graphical convergence testfor (6.1) (p(K(z)), h 1/16, r 1/100).
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FIG. 6.2. Spectral picture and graphical convergence testfor (6.1) (p(M(z)), h 1/16, r 1/100).
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values 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0 and for values 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, respectively) for
the model problem, together with the scaled stability region boundaries of the CN and BDF
methods.
The values of the finite-interval spectral radii can be estimated by checking the values of
. (which are not shown in the picture).the functions at the points on the real axis given by &
With increasing order of the BDF methods, these points move to the right. Indeed, equals
1 (BDF(1)), 3/2 (BDF(2)), 11/6 (BDF(3)), 25/12 (BDF(4)), and 137/60 (BDF(5)). A value of
2 is found for the CN method.
The values of the infinite-interval spectral radii can be estimated by taking the maximum
of p(K(z)) or p(M(z)) over the plotted scaled stability region boundaries. The infinite-length
discrete-time waveform methods are convergent for the CN method and the low-order BDF
methods. Divergence is observed for some high-order methods. In general, the spectral radius
increases with increasing order of the BDF method. This was to be expected from Theorems
4.6 and 5.5, and the knowledge that the BDF methods are A(c)-stable with c 90 (BDF(1),
BDF(2)), c 88 (BDF(3)), c 73 (BDF(4)), and c 51 (BDF(5)). Note also that the
maximum of p(K(z)) over 78S is found at the origin for CN, BDF(1), and BDF(2). Hence,
the equality of the corresponding values in Table 6.1.
6.2. A two-dimensional model problem. Next, we study the two-dimensional heat
equation on the unit square,
(6.2) 011 82U 02118t 8X2 8y2 0, (x, y) 6 [0, 1] [0, 1],
completed with Dirichlet boundary conditions and an initial condition. The analytical solution
equals u(x, y, t) 1 + sin(zrx/2) sin(zry/2) exp(-zr2t/2). The problem is discretised on a
regular triangular mesh with linear elements, and on a regular rectangular mesh with bilinear
elements. We will analyse convergence of the two-level method, with one four-colour Gauss-
Seidel presmoothing step, a similar postsmoothing step, standard coarsening (H 2h), and
linear interpolation. The restriction is again defined by r pt, which leads to a seven-point
formula in the linear element case, and a nine-point formula in the bilinear element case.
It is no longer practical to use a direct numerical evaluation of p(M(z)) to study con-
vergence characteristics. Instead, we can resort to Remark 5.1, which relates p(M(z)) to
the analysis of a standard two-grid method for a simple elliptic problem. The latter can be
analysed efficiently using a classical Fourier mode analysis as introduced by Brandt in 1 ].
Fourier analysis shows that, under certain conditions, matrix M(z) is spectrally equivalent to
a block-diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are matrices of size at most four by four. The
general form of these four-by-four matrices can be derived by studying the action of the differ-
ent multigrid operators on certain sets of four related exponential or sinusoidal Fourier modes.
The spectral properties of M(z) are then calculated easily. We refer to the above reference,
and to 19] and [24] for an in-depth discussion of the classical Fourier mode analysis. In the
present paper we have closely followed the guidelines laid out in [24, Chap. 7].
Figure 6.3 shows the spectral picture for linear finite elements with h=1/32. In the com-
putation we used exponential Fourier modes. They led to an exact value of the spectral radius
in the case of periodic boundary conditions. A slight modification to the standard exponential
mode analysis was applied to cater for the Dirichlet boundary conditions, a modification de-
scribed in [24, p. 111]. Figure 6.4 shows a similar picture for bilinear elements on a grid with
h=1/32. The nature of the stencil in the bilinear element case is such that a sinusoidal Fourier
mode analysis is possible, see [19, 7.1]. The sinusoidal mode analysis leads automatically
to the correct value of the spectral radius in the case of a problem with Dirichlet boundary
conditions.
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FIG. 6.3. Spectral picturefor (6.2) (p(M(z)), linear elements, h 1/32).
3 0.5
FIG. 6.4. Spectral picturefor (6.2) (p(M(z)), bilinear elements, h 1/32).
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TABLE 6.3
Theoretical and measured values ofp(JVlr for (6.2) (linear elements, h 1/32, r 1/100).
CN BDF(1) BDF(2) BDF(3) BDF(4) BDF(5)
finite length 0.102 0.120 0.110 0.104 0.100 0.097
infinite length 0.374 0.148 0.148 0.150 0.170 0.233
measured 0.329 0.135 0.137 0.138 0.150 0.198
TABLE 6.4
Theoretical and measured values of p(.A/lr) for (6.2) (bilinear elements, h 1/32, r 1/100).
CN BDF(1) BDF(2) BDF(3) BDF(4) BDF(5)
finite length 0.038 0.042 0.040 0.038 0.037 0.036
infinite length 0.356 0.052 0.058 0.068 0.087 0.132
measured 0.313 0.039 0.044 0.049 0.067 0.118
In Tables 6.3 and 6.4 we present two-grid spectral radii for the finite-length and infinite-
length waveform operators, together with two-grid convergence factors computed numerically
using an oscillatory initial approximation and 1000 time steps. As for the one-dimensional
problem, there is again a good agreement between the theoretical infinite-length spectral radii
and the experimental convergence factors.
7. Numerical experiments.
7.1. The one-dimensional model problem. In this section, we shall clarify the relation
between the finite and infinite time-interval spectral radii. To this end, we solve (6.1) using the
Gauss-Seidel waveform method with BDF(2) and BDF(5) time discretisation, with constant
time step 1/100 on 100 time levels (N 100). (Note that a similar analysis could be done
for the two-level method and/or for larger values of N. It would lead to similar conclusions
and insights.)
Let d) denote the discrete defect or residual in the vth iteration. The convergence factor
of the vth iteration is then defined by
(7.1) p(V)= IIdll2/lld"-lll.
In Fig. 7.1 successive convergence factors are plotted for the first 400 waveform Gauss-Seidel
iterations, when BDF(2) discretisation is used. These factors appear to remain more or less
constant for a large number of iterations. The height of the plateau matches the value obtained
in Table 6.1 for infinite time intervals, i.e., 0.962. Eventually, the plateau in Fig. 7.1 is left,
and the factors start to decrease. Ultimately, they start to rise again and reach the value 1.
This is for purely technical reasons, because at that time the solution has converged within
the finite-precision arithmetic of the implementation. A similar plot is given in Fig. 7.2 for
the BDF(5) discretisation. Here, the evolution is much more erratic. The results clearly
indicate divergence for a large number of iterations. After a sufficient number of iterations,
the convergence factors decrease below 1, and the iteration starts to converge rapidly.
This behaviour can be explained by examining the time-level convergencefactors. These
factors are similar to the standard convergence factors (7.1), but are evaluated for each time
level separately,
p(,,) id(V) (v-l)k --I k II=/lldk II:z.
In Fig. 7.3, we plotted such time-level convergence factors for the BDF(2) method (for
v 10, v 100, v 200, and v 300). The factor measured at the first time level equals
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FIG. 7.1. Convergencefactors p(u) as afunction of v (BDF(2) method).
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FIG. 7.2. Convergencefactors p(v) as afunction of v (BDF(5) method).
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FI6. 7.3. Time-level convergencefactors pv) as afunction ofk (BDF(2) method).
0.548, exactly equal to the value predicted by the finite time-interval analysis in Table 6.1.
The convergence factors at the next time levels increase, and eventually become constant. The
height of the plateau matches the spectral radius value for infinite time intervals. As more
iterations are applied, the plateau is forced out of the time window and the corresponding
convergence factors decrease.
In Fig. 7.4, we have plotted time-level convergence factors for the BDF(5) method (for
v 1, v 5, v 50, and v 100). Again, we observe that the factor at the first time level
corresponds to the value predicted by the finite time-interval analysis (0.414). The pictures
illustrate the onset of oscillations which rapidly explode. As more iterations are applied, the
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FIG. 7.4. Time-level convergencefactors pv) as afunction ofk (BDF(5) method).
TABLE 7.1
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (linear basisfunctions, h 1/32, r 1/200).
CN BDF(1) BDF(2) BDF(3) BDF(4) BDF(5)
Gauss-Seidel 0.990 0.990 0.990 0.997
V-cycle 0.438 0.177 0.177 0.275 0.844
W-cycle 0.307 0.124 0.124 0.124 0.381
TABLE 7.2
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (bilinear basisfunctions, h 1/32, 1/200).
CN BDF(1) BDF(2) BDF(3) BDF(4) BDF(5)
Gauss-Seidel 0.985 0.985 0.985 0.996
V-cycle 0.446 0.046 0.132 0.332
W-cycle 0.295 0.041 0.041 0.052 0.538
region of divergent behaviour moves to the fight, and is forced out of the time window. From
then on, the iteration converges rapidly.
7.2. The two-dimensional problem. We discretise (6.2) using linear basis functions
(triangular elements) or bilinear basis functions (rectangular elements) on a mesh with equal
mesh size in x- and y-direction. The resulting system of ODEs is solved using Gauss-Seidel
and multigrid waveform relaxation for [0, 1]. In the latter we applied V-cycles and W-
cycles, with one presmoothing and one postsmoothing step of four-colour Gauss-Seidel type.
We use standard coarsening down to a mesh with size h 1/2, seven-point prolongation
(linear basis functions), and nine-point prolongation (bilinear basis functions). The restriction
operator is defined as r pt.
In Tables 7.1 and 7.2 we report averaged convergence factors. These are defined as the
average of p over the region of nearly constant behaviour. The dashes ("-") in the tables
indicate that the corresponding method showed divergence over a large number of iterations.
Both tables illustrate the dependence ofthe convergence on the nature ofthe time-discretisation
method.
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In Tables 7.3-7.8, we report averaged convergence factors obtained with W-cycles for
different values of the mesh-size parameters, and for different discretisation schemes. We
observe a dependence of the actual convergence factors on h and r. For the Crank-Nicolson
and BDF(2) methods, these factors appear to be bounded by a constant, smaller than one,
independent of the mesh size.
For a constant value ofh, we expect the convergence factors to converge to the continuous-
time results when r decreases, see 4.3 and 5.3. This behaviour is recognised clearly for the
CN method in Tables 7.3 and 7.6. Due to the shape of the stability regions of the BDF(2)
and BDF(4) methods, it takes a much smaller value of r before the discrete-time convergence
factors tend to the continuous-time ones, see Tables 7.4, 7.5, 7.7, and 7.8. For a constant
value of r, we observe an initial increase of the convergence factor when h decreases. For
sufficiently small h the convergence factor starts to decrease again. This behaviour is similar
to what is observed when the multigrid waveform relaxation method is used to solve the ODEs
obtained by spatial finite-difference discretisation of a parabolic problem. We refer to [21,
3.5] for an intuitive explanation, and to [22] for a discussion based on an exponential Fourier
mode analysis.
Appendix. Analysis of the multigrid waveform relaxation operators. We consider
the case where we have a hierarchy of grids, f2h0 C f2hl C C g2h, a set of prolongation
hi+loperators Ph 2h
-
f2h/l, 0 < < 1, a set of restriction operators, rh+lhg
h/l f2h, 0 < < 1, and discretisation matrices Bhg and Ah, 0 <_ < I. The
multigrid algorithm differs from the two-grid cycle in that the coarse-grid defect equation is
approximately solved by an application of ?, two-grid cycles, an idea that is further extended
recursively. (The classical V- and W-cycles correspond to t’ and F 2, respectively.)
In the continuous-time case this leads to an iteration of the form u(v
.MhU-1 + qg. In
the discrete-time case we end up with an iteration operator which we denote by (Mhl).
Both iterative schemes can be analysed in exactly the same way as the two-grid cycles have
been analysed. A Laplace-transform argument is used in the continuous-time case, whereas
the discrete-time case is treated by using a discrete Laplace-transform method. Proceeding
as before, we can derive the symbol of the continuous-time multigrid waveform relaxation
method, Mat (z). The latter takes a particularly simple form under the natural assumption that
the semidiscretised PDE operators are invertible. In that case we can apply the following
Lemma.
LEMMA A.1. Let Bit -t- Au f have a unique solution, and let it be solved approximately
by Y steps of a consistent waveform method: U (k) dbt(k-l) -t" 0 with u(O)(t) O. Then,
the t’th iterate can be represented as u() (I .M)u
Under the above assumption, the multigrid symbol becomes
K(Z) (I hI (I MI_I(z))Llll "\hllPhi-1 (Z)rh- Lh
Mh, (Z) 7 1,
hlLl rhL(z))K;(z) lK,,1 (Z) \I Pho (Z) hi Ill
where Lhi (Z) ZBh "Jr" Ah and Kh, (Z) (ZMBhi + MAh )-1 (ZNBhi -Jr- NAhi ). Note that Mh, (Z)
is technically more complicated when the assumption is violated. In that case, it does not
involve the factor L11 (z).
Remark A.1. Let Khi(z) correspond to a Gauss-Seidel or weighted Jacobi splitting.
Then, Mh (z) is the multigrid iteration operator for the elliptic problem (Znhl -Jl" Ahl)Uh fhl’
compare [4, p. 162] and [19, p. 46].
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TABLE 7.3
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (linear basisfunctions, CN method, W-cycle).
h, 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.001
1/4 0.103 0.135 0.134 0.135 0.134 0.135
1/8 0.126 0.256 0.305 0.304 0.304 0.304
1/16 0.117 0.135 0.282 0.359 0.358 0.357
1/32 0.123 0.125 0.140 0.307 0.372 0.371
TABLE 7.4
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (linear basisfunctions, BDF(2) method, W-cycle).
h, r 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.001
1/4 0.051 0.070 0.111 0.128 0.133 0.134
1/8 0.086 0.086 0.108 0.194 0.247 0.291
1/16 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.118 0.124 0.266
1/32 0.124 0.124 0.124 0.124 0.124 0.125
TABLE 7.5
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (linear basisfunctions, BDF(4) method, W-cycle).
h, 0.04 0.0 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.001
1/4 0.173 0.320 0.290 0.171 0.135 0.134
1/8 0.141 0.324 0.525 0.766 0.666 0.311
1/16 0.121 0.154 0.358 0.653 0.807 0.948
1/32 0.124 0.124 0.124 0.381 0.726 1.091
TABLE 7.6
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (bilinear basisfunctions, CN method, W-cycle).
h, 0.04 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.001
1/4
1/8
1/16
1/32
0.102 0.133 0.136 0.137 0.137 0.137
0.150 0.231 0.285 0.293 0.294 0.294
0.080 0.179 0.268 0.330 0.343 0.344
0.042 0.086 0.184 0.295 0.343 0.355
TABLE 7.7
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (bilinear basisfunctions, BDF(2) method, W-cycle).
h, 0.04 0.0= 0.01 0.005 0.0025 0.001
1/4 0.049 0.072 0.085 0.088 0.106 0.125
1/8 0.063 0.088 0.130 0.178 0.224 0.241
1/16 0.045 0.046 0.047 0.104 0.167 0.246
1/32 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.041 0.042 0.132
TABLE 7.8
Averaged convergencefactorsfor (6.2) (bilinear basisfunctions, BDF(4) method, W-cycle).
h, 0.04 0.02 0.0a 0.00 0.002 0.001
1/4 0.124 0.217 0.161 0.148 0.139 0.135
1/8 0.158 0.319 0.600 0.661 0.405 0.324
1/16 0.069 0.147 0.377 0.735 0.892 0.770
1/32 0.042 0.048 0.112 0.538 0.646 0.937
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As in 10], the continuous-time convergence theorems can be formulated in terms of this
symbol. The ideas behind the proofs are identical to the ones behind the corresponding proofs
in the above reference, and therefore omitted.
THEOREM A.2. The multigrid waveform relaxation operator dhl is a bounded operator
in C[0, T] and
P(JMht) P (Mh,(O))
THEOREM A.3. Assume that all eigenvalues ofM- MAhi < < 1, and Bo Aho have
positive real parts, and consider Mhl aS an operator in Lp(O, oo) with 1 < p < oo. Then,
Jh is a bounded operator with spectral radius
(A.3) sup p (Mh,(Z)) sup p (Mh,(i))
Re(z)>0 ]i
Following the line of arguments of 5.1, we can derive the discrete-time symbol
(a)(M,)(z) M, (z
The discrete-time convergence theorems are immediate extensions of Theorems 5.1 and 5.3.
The proofs are very similar.
THEOREM A.4. Assume [,.it or(-zM-1Mahi) I..J O" (-’Cnolaho), and considerk Bhi(./hl): aS an operator in lp(N), with 1 < p < oo and N finite. Then, (Mhl)z is a bounded
operator and
(A.4) P((JMh)r) p Mh,
M-1MAhi) tO cr(-znolAho) C int S, and considerTHEOREM A.5. Assume Ui=I O’(--Z" Bh
(dhl) aS an operator in lp(oO), with < p < oo. Then,
(A.5) P((’/hl)Z) sup{p(Mh,(Z))lrz C \ int S} sup p(Mh,(z)).
rzOS
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